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When a rookie starts with the Lego City Fire
Department, the chief has a hard time finding
something the new fire fighter does well.
Host of NBC's The Tonight Show and three-time #1
New York Times-bestselling author Jimmy Fallon
returns with this sweet and spirited Christmas picture
book. Just 5 more sleeps 'til Christmas! Can you
believe it's here? I know that Santa's coming soon
'cause I've been good all year. Everyone who grew
up celebrating Christmas remembers the excitement
that built up to the most magical day of the year. But
why not make the last week until Christmas more fun
by counting how many sleeps until the arrival of
Santa and his reindeer? Accompanied by the
beautiful and energetic artwork of Rich Deas, enjoy
the humor of Jimmy Fallon as he prepares readers
for the most exciting week of the year in this new
holiday tradition for your family—5 More Sleeps 'til
Christmas.
Participant in the world of Cocomelon to build
beautiful works of art. This Cocomelon coloring book
is a fantastic thing for everyone who is a fan of
Cocomelon with many high-quality pictures. In this
book, every page contains adorable illustration which
boots encourage young learners to establish fine
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motor skills and get more practice that they need to
develop their coloring skills. In addition, this book is
designed for those who find a way to de-stress while
coloring helps them to show their creativity. This
book also features: Special and incredible
illustrations Each image is printed on a separate
page to prevent bleed-though Perfect pages with fivestar quality paper large 8 1/2 by 11 inches size
suitable for any kinds of illustrations supplies
Entertaining and suitable for both girls and boys All
favorite characters of Cocomelon An ideal gift for
beloved ones on all occasions You can use pencils,
pens, crayons, markers or paints to create an
incredible exclusive art
Are you ready to join the LEGO CITY coast guards
and rescue people on sea and sand whenever they
are in trouble? Help the coast guards in their daily
duties on LEGO CITY beach by solving all the
puzzles in this super new activity book. This book
also contains funny stories and comics to read and it
comes with a brilliant diver minifigure so your coast
guard team has someone to save!
Release your inner child and build yourself happy
with LEGO® bricks. Are you failing to find inner
peace on a yoga mat? Does life feel like all work and
no play? Having fun and getting creative can boost
your mood and your well-being. So if you're looking
for ways to unwind and make time for yourself, then
let this book guide you on a LEGO® brick road to
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happiness. With more than 50 mindful LEGO
building activities, discover how you can find
balance, connect with friends and family, relax and
improve your sleep habits. ©2019 The LEGO Group.
Hangman is a simple word guessing game. Players
try to figure out an unknown word by guessing
letters. If too many letters that do not appear in the
word are guessed, the player is hanged. Set up the
game by drawing a gallow and a underline for each
letter in the unknown word. As letters in the word are
guessed, write them above the corresponding
underline. If a letter not in the word is guess, draw a
picture of a person on the gallow-one part for each
incorrect letter guess. Most frequently, the person is
drawn in 6 parts (for 6 letter guesses) in the order:
head, body, left leg, right leg, left arm, right arm.
It's Christmas time in LEGO CITY! Join the citizens
in their Christmas preparations and help Santa get
ready for the big day! This wonderful Christmasthemed LEGO activity book is complete with cool
comics, awesome activities and a brilliant Santa
Claus minifigure to add to every LEGO fan's
collection.
Meet the colourful unicorns as they explore a
magical kingdom in this cute baby board book with
flaps to lift and pop-ups to enjoy. Join Moonbeam the
purple unicorn as she searches for a friend in the
enchanted forest and Sunshine the yellow unicorn as
she discovers a secret castle. Which unicorn is
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hiding behind the colourful rainbow? Lift the flap to
see!A magical addition to the best-selling Pop-up
Peekaboo series, this read-aloud children's book
encourages first learning by introducing little ones to
colours and adorable characters. Both parent and
child will have fun turning the pages, lifting the flaps,
and playing peekaboo. The perfect gift for
preschoolers, this book is certain to make them
giggle in delight! This sturdy baby book is ideal for
preschool play and will keep toddlers entertained
time and time again.
A fabulously festive sticker activity book with hundreds of
stickers and a Create Your Own Where's Wally? scene
Put your 3D glasses on and watch your favourite Cars
characters come to life. Includes a fun combination of stories
and activities including word searches, mazes and more!
Strap yourself in for a series of epic adventures taking place
in LEGO City! Use your pens, pencils and stickers to build
awesome vehicles and work alongside the police, fire
department and more to get the job done. On your marks, get
set, GO!
Build your LEGO library book by book! It’s a busy day on the
farm! A big farm needs big machines. Follow the farmers as
they feed the animals and harvest the crops.
This anniversary coloring book is a perfect 3rd wedding
anniversary gifts for him and her. It is a cool anniversary gift
to join the 3rd-anniversary party. In this coloring book every
image is printed on a single-sided page and each coloring
page is designed to provide hours of fun, enjoyment, calm,
relaxation, stress relief through and creative expression. And,
this coloring book offers a broad variety of designs suited for
all skill levels beginner to expert. ??? PERFECT GIFT FOR
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3RD ANNIVERSARY PARTY ???FEATURES: ? Premium
Matte-Finish Cover Design ? Single-Sided High-Resolution
Printing ? Large Format 8.5" X 11.0" (22cm X 28cm) ?
Suitable For All Skill Levels Beginner To Expert ? Unique
Illustrations With Printed On White Paper ? Stress Relieving
Artwork And Designs For Relaxation Scroll to the Top of the
Page and Click the Add to Cart Button To Buy and
Relaxation!
Includes pages of highly interactive activities. This title helps
you make a pigeon finger puppet, build a paper bus, make
your own driver's licence, and you can even create your own
Pigeon book starring.
Join Lloyd in this awesome assembly of 6 original stories!
With appearances from Kai, Nya, Zane, Jay and morethese
action-packed adventures feature some of the ninjas most
harrowing face-offs.
Join Santa, one of his elves, and a reindeer as they have all
sort of Christmas fun in this LEGO(R) Iconic activity book. It
includes more than 100 stickers plus everything you need to
build one of three exclusive LEGO models—Santa, an elf, and
a reindeer—at a time! Have tons of holiday fun with this
Christmas LEGO(R) Iconic book! Use the included elements
to build one of three exclusive characters at a time—a silly
Santa Claus, a helpful elf, and a generous reindeer. And use
the brick boosts to help the characters tackle mazes, puzzles,
and craft activities. Then read about their adventures in the
funny comics. With more than 100 stickers and so much to
build, read, rebuild, and imagine, you’ll have so much to
celebrate this Christmas! LEGO, the LEGO logo and the Brick
and Knob configurations are trademarks and/or copyrights of
the LEGO Group. (c)2021 The LEGO Group. All rights
reserved. Manufactured by AMEET Sp. z o.o. under license
from the LEGO Group.
Put your 3D glasses on and join Cinderella on her enchanting
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adventure. Includes a fun combination of stories and activities
including word searches, mazes, stickers and more!
A guide to keeping everything awesome based on The
LEGO(R) MOVIE 2(TM)!
Fans of Nickelodeon’s Blaze and the Monster Machines can
meet Blaze, AJ, and all their monster machine friends in this
exciting book! This amazing storybook is perfect for boys and
girls ages 3 to 7. This Nickelodeon read-along contains audio
narration.
Up, up and away! It's time to soar into the skies above LEGO
City from their bustling new airport. Join pilot and passengers
and let the travel-tastic adventures begin! Also contains a
exclusive collectible minifigure.
Relive all of the humor and action of LEGO(R) Star Wars(TM)
in this fun-filled activity book! Includes mazes, matching, codebreaking, puzzles, and more! Plus, buildable minifigure!
Need to keep a little LEGO fan entertained over the holiday
season? Packed full of original, inspirational build ideas for
LEGO holiday decorations, gifts, and games, LEGO
Christmas Ideasis perfect for LEGO fans and children who
enjoy building and crafting. Building ideas include tree
decorations, a family of adorable penguins, an obstacle
course for elves-in-training, quick LEGO building challenges
suitable for the whole family, and many more things to make
and do. You won't run out of ideas over the holiday season
with this perfect stocking-stuffer. 50 winter holiday-themed
activities will keep kids busy counting down to and throughout
the winter holidays. The book comes with all the bricks you
need to make an exclusive festive LEGO mini model! 2019
The LEGO Group.
LEGO City: Santa Surprise Activity BookLadybird
This latest activity book is packed with puzzles and games
based on the latest LEGO Ninjago theme. Includes cool
comics and a minifigure. Full color. Consumable.
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Step into the action-packed world of LEGO® NINJAGO®:
Spinjitzu and learn everything there is to know about
mastering the art of Spinjitzu in the ancient full-color tome
known as The Book of Elementals! Do you have what it takes
to become a Spinjitzu Master? If you think so, The Book of
Elementals is packed with all the knowledge you will need to
master all the elements and become a ninja hero . . . or
perhaps villain! This full-color book features big glossy pages
with art and exciting information about the world of LEGO
NINJAGO! LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob
configurations, the Minifigure and NINJAGO are trademarks
of the LEGO Group. ©2021 The LEGO Group. Manufactured
by AMEET Sp. z o.o. under license from the LEGO Group.
Get ready to run riot with the sneakiest thief in LEGO
City!Rosco Ryder wants to join an elite club of the city's
cleverest crooks, but first he needs to pass the test they've
set him. With LEGO City's police force in close pursuit, Rosco
is running out of time . . . Join the adventure with your LEGO
bricks - with minifigures and accessories, you can create your
own LEGO City story, too!
Get into the Christmas spirit with the Peanuts gang in this
joyful collection of twenty-five stories—one for every day of
December from the first through the twenty-fifth—with original
illustrations and foil on the cover! This collection of Peanuts
stories celebrates everything wonderful about the Christmas
season—writing Christmas cards, shopping for presents, going
to holiday parties, going sledding, drinking hot cocoa, and
baking cookies for Santa! There’s a story for each day of the
month to make the wait go faster! © 2021 Peanuts Worldwide
LLC
The loss of Zane in the final battle with the Overlord has
fractured the ninja team. But when a mysterious invitation to
Master Chen’s Tournament of Elements arrives, everything
is thrown into question… Get ready for an amazing adventure!
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This new book from the Lego Ninjago series is packed with
exciting activities, fantastic stories and an amazing minfigure!
Featuring more than 1,000 stickers of the latest LEGO City
sets and minifigures, this new sticker collection takes readers
on an adventure through the bustling streets of LEGO City.
Meet brave police officers and firefighters as they work to
keep LEGO City safe. Visit the busy train station as
minifigures race to catch their trains and head to the airport
where a very important arrival has just flown in. Enjoy a
delicious picnic in LEGO City park, then go to the beach and
cool down in the sea. Have fun finding the stickers for each
page, and create your own lively LEGO City scenes. LEGO,
the LEGO logo, the Minifigure and the Brick and Knob
configurations are trademarks and/or copyrights of the LEGO
Group. All rights reserved. 2017 The LEGO Group.
Manufactured by Dorling Kindersley, 345 Hudson St., New
York, NY 10014, US under license from the LEGO Group.
Lumina is a mermaid princess but she doesn't know it! When
her Aunt Scylla is called away to the royal palace, Lumina
secretly follows after her. Along the way she uses her magical
pearl powers to help other sea creatures and make new
friends. After a grand entrance at the Royal Ball, Lumina
saves the king from being poisoned and is discovered to be
the long-lost princess. Lumina discovers that a true princess
makes the world a brighter place! Barbie movie titles create a
magical world in which girls can immerse themselves. Pearl
Princess touches on two favourite themes with girls:
Princesses and Mermaids.
Shopkins(TM) are the hottest new collectible toys! Each fun
figurine is a miniature grocery store product: there are cute
fruits, tasty treats, adorable beauty products, and more.
Check out the latest Shopkins adventure in this berry special
reader that kids will eat right up!
The critically acclaimed, award-winning, modern classic
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Speak is now a stunning graphic novel. "Speak up for
yourself—we want to know what you have to say." From the
first moment of her freshman year at Merryweather High,
Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of the nonsense of
high school. She is friendless—an outcast—because she
busted an end-of-summer party by calling the cops, so now
nobody will talk to her, let alone listen to her. Through her
work on an art project, she is finally able to face what really
happened that night: She was raped by an upperclassman, a
guy who still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to her.
With powerful illustrations by Emily Carroll, Laurie Halse
Anderson's Speak: The Graphic Novel comes alive for new
audiences and fans of the classic novel. This title has
Common Core connections.

Lights...camera...action! Bring your LEGO
minifigures to life with this beginner-friendly guide to
stop-motion animation. Ten "Mini Movies" walk you
through using your phone, tablet, or computer to
make short, funny clips with step-by-step
instructions. Set the stage with any of the six
included background settings and thirty-six LEGO
elements, including a pizza, banana, baseball cap,
six minifigure heads, and more! Plus, learn the tricks
of the trade as you dive into more advanced skills,
such as lighting, sound effects, and camera angles.
With these tips and tricks, every movie you make is
guaranteed to be a successful smash hit.
Lego astronauts board the space shuttle and set to
work exploring space.
Andrea, Emma, Mia, Olivia, Stephanie and their
friends!
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There's never a dull moment in the Wizarding World!
Join Harry Potter and his best friends Ron and
Hermione in this jam-packed activity book filled with
puzzles, mazes, drawing and colouring. With over
500 stickers to use in the book and on your own
wizarding creations, your mischief will definitely be
managed!
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